In reading through the various preprints, I was struck by the fact that many were concerned with specific computer implementations of one kind or another. Unfortunately, there seems to be little discussion of the programing from the programmer's viewpoint. This is under standable in a congress of computational linguistics but, I feel, somewhat regrettable. Especially nce the reports of what has already been done surely will stimulate other rticipants to use computers. I think that an informal session on programming in computational linguistics would be both interesting and valuable, allowing an exchange of ideas and experiences which would be much more difficult in the even more informal atmosphere of the dining room.
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In order to initiate such a session, I am enclosing the following questions, hoping that they will stimulate a certain informal correspondence before the congress begins. If enough interest is shown in this idea to warrant a session, I intend to edit the replies received (to the extent they show similarities), making summaries available to participants before the conference.
In answering the questions, it is of course not necessary to confine yourself to the particular project you are discussing at the conference if another project will yield a more interesting reply. This is not, in other words, a final examination. KVAL-is beginning to plan a fairly large computer system for translation from Swedish to "condensed" Braille. This requires a large dictionary, fairly sophisticated character manipulation routines, and the ability to perform purely linguistic operations on the input text (to recognize syllables, morphemes, etc).
Additionally, the input-output problems are not at all trivial. We also want to produce a systemwhich can be moved easily -both to different computers within Sweden, and even, if possible, to other languages, The program should also b O self-documenting and permit easy modification in a modular fashion as new words, new syntactic transformations, etc prove useful. It would also be nice if the "linguistic work" could be written by linguists with only a little programming training, rather than the other way around. We wouldn't even mind if it was cheap and fast. g Suggestions please: What language, machine, type, etc? How should the dictionary be stored (assume any random-accesss device you are familiar wit'h)? Discuss'the goals, ranking them in t~,~ light of your own experience.
